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CONCLUSIONS: The present work shows that modelling the effect of the turbulence on the 
mean flow with TMs doesn’t necessarily returns a more accurate solution compared to 
neglecting the effect of turbulence. TMs over-estimate the extension of the attached flow region 
and the aerodynamic forces. Moreover, the difference between numerical and experimental 
forces depends on the TM adopted and also on the AWA.  
On the other hand, neglecting the effects of turbulence with the presented method leads to a 
larger sensibility to the grid accuracy but to a better estimation of the forces when a low 
resolution grid is used. 
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DISCUSSION:    
•!  TMs are less sensible to grid resolution – lam forces increase with grid resolution 
•!  TMs over-predict forces – lam forces are closer to the experimental data 
•!  The larger the AWA, the more the TMs over-predict forces  
•!  At 45° AWA the flow is largely separated on the top sections. Increasing the AWA leads to flow re-
attachment in the top sections and separation occurs in the bottom sections  (in agreement with Viola, 
2009). 
•! Increasing the grid resolution, the region of separated flow becomes larger and the force computed 
without TM increase (in agreement with Viola et al, 2009). 
•!  The lam solutions shows a larger separated region than the TM’s solution. 
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 Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has been widely used to understand the aerodynamics of sailing yachts. The necessity to adopt CFD as an effective design tool, has led 
the majority of the authors to perform Reynolds Average Navier-Stokes (RANS) computations. The main disadvantage of RANS codes is the non-universality of the closure equation of the 
Navies-Stokes (NS) equations, named turbulence model (TM). Several TM’s have been used in sail aerodynamics and the k-e realizable (named rlz in the following) and the k-w Shear 
Stress Transport (named sst in the following) are the most common ones. In the present work the rlz and the sst turbulence models are compared with the solution achieved solving the NS 
equations neglecting the TM, i.e. neglecting the effect of the unsteady fluctuations filtered by the grid size. This approach corresponds to solving the laminar (lam in the following) steady NS 
equations. 
 The solutions achieved with the lam approach, with the rlz and sst turbulence models are compared for 3 grid sizes (170, 170x8 and 170x64 thousands of elements) and 3 
geometries, corresponding to a yacht sailing at 45°, 105° and 120° apparent wind angle (AWA), respectively. 
